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User's Guide

System configuration

- Power Supply only type
- Charging type

Safety Considerations

Please read carefully before using and full attention to Safety Considerations on the back.

Installation notes

In order to avoid influence of surrounding metal, or to avoid mutual influence between parallel-mounted sensors, keep the minimum free zone as described below.

Notes

PE12V12 (manufactured by GS Yuasa) after a 50% discharge, evaluate the charging characteristics of a combination of RVT-210-102 / RVT-210-502-PU, RVT-210-502-PU operation at 4 Step 3 stage lead battery profile.

Notes

In the over-discharge state (about 10V or less battery voltage), to limit the charging current to about 130mA. Usually return to the charging cycle when it exceeds approximately 10V.

- Voltage restart the charge from the float charge is about 12.6V.